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Who Knows?

Poem by
PAUL LAWRENCE DUNBAR.

Larghetto.

Published as follows
Solo Two Keys Eb, Eb to F, Eb to Gb, 60¢ each.
Male, Female or Mixed Quartet 10¢ each.

Musical Setting by
ERNEST R. BALL.

Thou art the soul of a summer's day,

Con Pedale.

Thou art the breath of the rose; But the summer is fled and the

rose is dead; Where are they gone— who knows, who— knows?

f poco piu mosso.

Thou art the blood of my heart of hearts, Thou art my soul's re—

f poco piu mosso. dim.
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I Want A Regular Man.

Lyric by
HAPGOOD BURT.

Music by
KARL HOSCHNA.

Tempo di marcia.

I've these

passed the age of puppy love and spooning, And it's time the wedding
budding Romes are not alarming, I have my fill of

bells for me were turning, I wish you'd help me if you can. To
suitors young and charming, And now that I am twenty three, I

find a really human man, Who'll marry me and take me honestly,
rather feel it's up to me, To settle down and do some stock ing
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moon ing; I'm through with ma-ма's pets and pa- pa's
darn ing; He need- n't be an an- gel for I
joys, Who live on cig- a- rettes and lots of noise.
know The an- gel men have died off long a- go.

I want a man who has some sense, One who has bad ex- pe- ri-ence, I'm
I want a man who's on the square, Just name the day and I'll be there With
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REFRAIN.

All I want is a regular man, I want a regular man, or none at all!

One who’s on the American plan, And wears a hat that’s not too small.
All I want is a regular man,
With shoulders wide, and
six feet tall;
I want a man who
has some brains,
One who has red blood in his veins;
I want a regular
man, that's all!
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Beyond The Sunset.
(And God Is Overhead.)

Lyric by HOLMAN QUINN.

Slowly with expression.

Do not mourn, beloved, or weep when I am dead; For the life of man is but a span, And God is overhead.

Life quicker.

And I shall wait your coming Beyond the uttermost stars, And my soul shall greet Your soul, my sweet, When you wing through the sunset.

Music by FRANK E. TOURS.
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The Land Of Romance.

SERENATA.

Moderato. M.M. 4-8

KARL HOSCHNA.
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